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Nerd Out 
On PAPI’s
Really???

PAPI(pap-ih)

Definition:

(Precision Approach Path Indicator)

A navigational aid that assists pilots to 
visually recognize the accuracy of their 
glidepath in reference to the runway’s 
touchdown zone.  Thus, allowing them to 
make minor corrections as needed in the 
visual landing phase of flight. 

Ben’s definition!! Not found in the Websters dictionary. 
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NERD 

Definition:

1: 

a person who is extremely enthusiastic and knowledgeable about a 
particular subject, especially one of specialist or niche interest:

2:

an unstylish or socially awkward person
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Now that we 
understand the session 
title

How It Works
A light beam is focused through a red filter and aimed to 

at a coordinated angle so from the perspective of the 
observer it looks red or white. 

If on a 4 box PAPI system you are seeing 3 white… the 
indication is your perspective is higher than GS 

If on a 4 box PAPI system you are seeing 3 red… the 
indication is your perspective is lower than GS 

If 2 white and 2 red you are on the glide path 
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Maintenanc
e 
What to do.
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–The FAA Advisory Circular 150/5340-
26C establishes maintenance intervals for 
PAPI lights and provides direction to 
maintenance crews on how often PAPI 
lights and their components need to be 
checked. 
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If an airport’s PAPIs are not 
being periodically checked, they 
can begin to stray from their 
intended angles. When PAPI 
lights stray from their intended 
angles, they could give bad 
information to a pilot on final 
approach
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How to 
check 
your 
angle?
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Mark Your Angles 
– You need a reference for the angle
– How do you know if your angle is correct?

– Inside the cover 

– By placard or brass tag

– In a O&M manual 

Issues:
What to look for 
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Gaskets 

– Dust and debris

– Moisture on a lens 

– Frost 

Critters

– Evidence of rodent damage 

– Block openings with duct seal or screen 

– Inspect latches and hasps 

– BUGS! 
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Outage – UH OH 

– LOTO – Lock out tag out before opening

– Smell for burnt electronics – sometimes not noticeable by sight 

– Phoenix connectors – Loose connections 

Safety 
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Lock Out Tag Out 

– Turn off power to your system –
PAPI

– Lock out 

– Tag out

– Return to service when ready

Short Circuit 

– Actual footage of a runway failure!

– Problem?  Yes

– What is happening?

– Can this type of failure be prevented? – Sometimes 

– This type of failure is potentially damaging to other places in the circuit

– Who took the video? Hmmm… IDK but, he/she is too close for comfort!
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Questions?

Does the FAA require 
a flight check at the 
time of 
commissioning?
FAA JO 6850.5D states:
(a) A flight inspection is not required for VASIs and PAPIs used for VFR approaches only.
(b) A commissioning flight inspection is required for a new VASI or PAPI associated with 
an instrument approach procedure
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What causes PAPI 
systems to fall out of 
adjustment and shut 
off?

PAPI systems can come out of adjustment for any number of reasons. Obviously, any 
time that anyone accidentally strikes a PAPI fixture with a mower or snowplow, there 
is a large risk of knocking them out of adjustment. In Minnesota, the most common 
need for an adjustment is the mere fact that the ground moves a lot in our state. The 
freeze-thaw cycles can move concrete piers that are large and deep in the ground

What is the proper procedure for 
checking angles and adjusting 
PAPIs?

The best advice for adjusting PAPIs is to not make adjustments unless you are sure 
that you understand the process. Take the time to read through the manufacturer’s 
adjustment method so that you perform the adjustments properly. Alignment 
methods differ from brand to brand. For the most part, the instructions are available 
online at the click of a mouse. If you follow the manufacturer’s procedure, you will 
have the PAPI fixtures aligned properly in short order.
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An experienced pilot has 
stated that the PAPIs 
“seem off.” Does the 
pilot know what they’re 
talking about?
Input from pilots should never be ignored. Pilots use many different instruments, 
and their years of flight experience preparing to land their aircraft are invaluable. 
Anytime a pilot provides feedback about how your airport’s PAPI system is 
operating, take your alignment equipment out and check it all out. Remember that 
the next pilot might be relying on the accuracy of the PAPI for their landing.

Any advice for 
airport 
managers?
MnDOT encourages all airport managers to take their PAPI aiming equipment out and measure the 
angles of their airport’s PAPI fixtures. However, don’t plan to make any adjustments until you are aware 
of the process; but do try out the equipment, and as questions arise, learn. The practical experience 
gained will provide understanding of the equipment and some insight into what is required when it’s time 
to realign those angles.
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For PAPIs with associated 
instrument approach 
procedures, are the PAPIs 
ever required to be flight 
checked again after the initial 
commissioning has been 
carried out?
The short answer is, “yes.” FAA JO 6850.5D specifies several reasons that a restorative flight check 
would be required. A couple (but not all) of the reasons for a restorative flight check would be:
(a) When a PAPI fixture has been physically relocated.
(b) When the reference angle is changed due to an obstruction. An example would be a construction 
crane at a nearby jobsite which infringes into a clearance area.
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Thank you!
Nerd out on PAPI’s Casey Carlson – Ben Melin


